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Recent reports have raised questions about the use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) during pregnancy. To date, no professional medical association has issued formal guidelines on the use of CIOI during pregnancy. However, in December, the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists ACOG published a paper on the subject, which is notable for its clarity and balanced review of existing data on the reproductive safety of SSRI antidepressants (obstetrics and gynecology 2006;108:1601-3). The ACOG report addresses the following issues: Two unpublished reports
suggested a 1.5 to 2.0-fold increase in the risk of cardiovascular malformations (atrial and ventricular septum defects) among children exposed to paroxetine (Paxil) during the first trimester of pregnancy. These findings prompted a change in Paxil's labeling from category C to D pregnancy (see April 2006
newsletter). The ACOG Committee on Obstetric Practice notes that this increase in risk has not been observed with any other SSRIs and makes the following recommendation: Currently, the use of paroxetine among pregnant women and women planning a pregnancy should be avoided if possible. In
addition, the report mentions numerous reports indicating that exposure to SSRIs in late pregnancy may be associated with neonatal complications, including nervousness, mild respiratory failure, mild cry, poor muscle tone and admission to a specialized kindergarten (see December 2005 newsletter).
The report also commented on one study documenting the increased risk of a more serious complication, persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn (PPHN), in infants exposed to SSRIs after 20 weeks of pregnancy (see the April 2006 newsletter). The report reminds us that while these reports
have raised concerns about the use of SSRIs during pregnancy, depression is common during pregnancy, affecting approximately 1 in 10 women. In addition, the ACOG Committee notes that women who discontinue antidepressant treatment experience a five-fold depressive relapse than women who
support treatment. The potential risk of using SSRI throughout pregnancy should be considered in the context of the risk of relapse of depression if maintenance is discontinued, the report said. Untreated depression can increase the risk of low weight, sexually transmitted diseases, and alcohol and
substance abuse, which have consequences for the health of the mother and fetus. Most importantly, the report recommends an individualized approach to the treatment of women who are either pregnant or Pregnancy while taking SSRI or selective norynaine reuptake inhibitor: Decisions on the
treatment of depression should include the clinical experience of a psychologist and obstetrician, and this process should actively address the patient's patient values perceptions when developing a discussion of the risks and benefits of treatment. When it comes to prescribing SSRIs during pregnancy,
patients should collaborate with their treats to make the best decision in circumstances in which we have imperfect risk assessments on both sides of the risk-benefit equation. As in any other clinical situation, treatment should be tailored to the specific clinical scenario of the patients and their personal
wishes. Ruth Nonacs, MD PhD Lee S. Cohen, MDObstetrics and Gynecology 2006;108:1601-3 This post was originally published as an article in our November 2007 Bulletin New results of the CDC study refute some previously reported references, but confirm other links observed between birth defects
and some selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) that are medications used for depression and other mental illnesses. Researchers found that some birth defects occur about two or three times more often among babies born in women who took certain types of SSRI drugs early in pregnancy. This
analysis can help health care providers and women in the safest options for appropriate treatment for depression or other mental illnesses during pregnancy, while minimizing the risk of serious birth defects in a developing child. You can read the annotative article icon here, and read more below for a
summary of the findings of this study. What did we already know? Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are medications used to treat depression and other mental illnesses. Previous studies have provided conflicting evidence about the potential link between the use of SSRIs during pregnancy
and some birth defects. Depression and other mental illnesses can be severe. Many women need to take medication during pregnancy to properly manage their symptoms. If you are pregnant or thinking about being pregnant, talk to your doctor about any medications you are taking or are thinking about
taking. Sudden discontinuation of the use of drugs to treat these conditions can have serious consequences. Women should not change medications or stop taking medication without one talking to their doctor about the options available. What does this study add? In this CDC study published in The BMJ,
researchers re-evaluated several previously reported links between SSRI use and birth defects using more recent data. These results reflect not only new data, but also the results of previously published independent studies. Researchers found some birth defects occur about two or three times more
often among born in women who took certain SSRI medications, like fluoxetine and paroxetine, at the beginning of pregnancy. However, the link between birth defects and other SSRIs, like sertraline, was not observed in this CDC study. What were the main findings of this study? Research? researched
references reported in previous studies, combining these results with new data. In previous studies, fluoxetine appears to be associated with four types of birth defects. In this study, researchers observed fluoxetine to be associated with these two birth defects: Researchers still observed five of the seven
previous links between paroxetine and some birth defects. In this study, paroxetine appears to be associated with these birth defects: Encouragingly, researchers have not confirmed a link between sertraline, SSRI used most commonly, and any of the birth defects observed in previous studies. In total, 7
of the 21 previously reported specific SSRI-birth defect links were confirmed in this analysis. Despite the increased risk of some of the birth defects some of the SSRIs found in this study, the actual risk of birth defects among children born to women taking one of these drugs is still very low. Since these
specific types of birth defects are rare, even doubling the risk still leads to a low absolute risk. For example, the risk of heart defects from right ventricular outflows can increase from 10 per 10,000 births to about 24 per 10,000 births among children of women treated with paroxytine early in pregnancy.
Distributing specific SSRIs used among women whose child does not have a birth defect text version of the chart About this study For this study, the researchers used new data to look at previous reported links between the use of specific SSRI drugs shortly before or during early pregnancy and the
occurrence of certain birth defects. Researchers studied links to five different SSRI drugs: citalopram, escitalopram, fluoxetine, paroxetine and sertraline. The study used data from the National Study on the Prevention of Birth Defects (NBDPS), one of the largest studies aimed at understanding factors
that increase the risk of major birth defects in the United States. The researchers used the Bayesian approach, which means they used previous studies to inform their new analyses using NBDPS data from 1997-2009. In these analyses, the researchers took into account the mother's race/ethnicity,
education, smoking and obesity prior to pregnancy, as these factors may also influence the risk of certain birth defects. Researchers only evaluated those relationships that had previously been reported in other studies of SSRI drug use and specific birth defects. Future studies will focus on additional



health outcomes. The use of drugs during the Pregnancy: The CDC's activities at the National Center for Birth Defects and Developmental Disorders (NCBDDD) are working to improve the health of women and children through its treatment for two: Safe use of drugs in pregnancy initiatives. Through
treatment for two, the CDC is working with its partners, other federal agencies and the public to understand trends in drug use among pregnant women and women of reproductive age, and to provide women and health care providers with information about the safety or risk of using specific drugs during
pregnancy. This information will enable women and their doctors to make informed decisions about the treatment of diseases during pregnancy. Treatment for two focuses on the following activities: Best study: Treatment for two is working on expanding research on the use of drugs and pregnancy
outcomes. Reliable Guidance: Treatment for two provides the basis for creating a process for reviewing the evidence and developing guidelines for the treatment of diseases during pregnancy. Informed Solutions: Through these interventions, treatment for two will provide reliable and reliable information
to health care providers and the public to support treatment decisions during pregnancy. For more information visit www.cdc.gov/treatingfortwo Handbook Reefhuis J, Devine O, Friedman JM, Louik C, Honane MA, and the National Study for the Prevention of Birth Defects. Specific SSRIs and birth
defects: Bayesian analysis to interpret new data in the context of previous reports. BMJ. 2015. Epub ahead of print. Print.
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